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Dear Customer, 

NGD Kids Inc. is an international manufacturing 
company that focuses on servicing the world-wide 
market with enterprising exclusive brands that 
specialize in infant and toddler products. We create 
innovative and useful products that offer significant 
value to our consumers. We believe that the 
development of mutually beneficial relationships is 
integral to the foundation of a successful business. 
Our goal is to consistently meet and exceed the 
expectations of our distributors and our customers 
with exceptional customer service, fast and 
efficient turn around times, positive attitudes, and 
steadfast integrity and professionalism.

Sincerely,
NGD Kids Inc.



tulio



Pink Unicorn 
FNPP1103 

  Brown Horse 
  FNPP1201

Farm Hoppers Plushy Pal & Fantasy Hoppers Plushy Pal complement hoppers that are loved, so much. 
These endearing, stuffed toys are a smaller, softer version of the Brown Horse and Pink Unicorn which 
can be squished, loved hugged and taken anywhere. These plush animals have been crafted with 
superior materials and soft polyester fabric. They are the delightful, cuddly companions and great 
addition to Hopper Town Hoppers! Paring a Hopper with a Plushy Pal makes the perfect gift!

Introducing the newest additions!Introducing the newest additions!



SCAN HERE
TO SEE 

THEM ALL!

https://www.hoppertown.com/
https://www.hoppertown.com/


The simple delight toddlers experience when astride the back of any of these inflatable, bouncy 
animals is a pleasure to behold. Farm Hoppers animal bouncers are made from a durable BPA-free 
PVC, intended for both indoor and outdoor fun. Available in different animals & colours, they help 
promote core muscle development and coordination skills. Each Farm Hopper comes  
with its own hand-operated air pump.



a barnyard bouncing adventure



Horse - Green Horse - Orange Pig - Pink Dog - Yellow Rabbit - Grey 
 FHA1203  FHA1204 FHA1301 FHA1401 FHA1501 

Cow - Purple Cow - Red Horse - Brown Horse - Black 
FHA1105 FHA1106 FHA1201 FHA1202

Cow - White Cow - Black Cow - Blue Cow - Pink 
FHA1101 FHA1102 FHA1103 FHA1104

AVAILABLE FOR SPECIAL ORDER

AVAILABLE FOR SPECIAL ORDER

AVAILABLE FOR SPECIAL ORDER AVAILABLE FOR SPECIAL ORDER



magical bounc
ing fun!

Unicorn 
FNH1101 

Purple Unicorn Pink Unicorn 
FNH1102 FNH1103

AVAILABLE FOR SPECIAL ORDERAVAILABLE FOR SPECIAL ORDER



a wild bouncin g 

ad
venture!

Deer 
WLH1102 

Moose 
WLH1101 



Reindeer
HOH1101

LIMITED TIME ONLY!



Rabbit Pink 
HOH1103 

Rabbit Blue 
HOH1102 

LIMITED TIME ONLY!



TM

Glupy
MHB1101 

Flinn
MHB1103 

 Blurg 
 MHB1102 

out-of-this-world bouncing fu
n!



tulio

Let your world shine even brighter with Tulio™ Dream Lights. These compact LED night lights come 
with a handy remote control that allows you to choose from 12 vibrant colours, and switch between 
four different feature settings:  Sleep · Timer · Rainbow · Lamp
The adorable designs make Tulio™ Dream Lights fun for kids of all ages, while the remote functions 
allow parents to control the lighting without disturbing sleeping babies and children.



“Light up your dreams with Tulio Dream Lights”

Panda Bear Penguin Owl Unicorn Rocketship 
TUL1006  TUL1007 TUL1008 TUL1009 TUL1010 

Rabbit Fairy Dog Heart
TUL1002 TUL1003 TUL1004 TUL1005

Elephant
TUL1001



Lamb Butterfly Rainbow 
TUL1016 TUL1017 TUL1018 

Digger Teddy Bear Baby Fish 
TUL1013 TUL1014 TUL1015 

Pixie Dino 
TUL1011 TUL1012 

New Tulio Dream Light charactersTM





TulioTM Dream Lights Display Stand
Includes: 50 TulioTM Dream Lights

TulioTM Dream Lights Full Package



NGD Kids Inc. frequently involves parents in 

our product designs. Although we already have 

wonderful products we are always looking for 

fresh ideas. Are you a creative thinker, designer 

or developer? Perhaps you just have an amazing 

product concept, design or out of the blue idea. 

Share your imagination with us

info@ngdkids.com



Become a Distributor Today! 

Becoming a NGD Kids Inc. distributor is more than 
just profitable, it’s about becoming part of a team. 
Our quality line of children toys, baby accessories, 
night lights, blankets & more, are loved by mothers 
everywhere! 

Send an email to info@ngdkids.com and tell us about 
your company. Please include information such as 
where it’s located, number of years you’ve been in 
business, and what types of products do you carry. 
Most importantly, tell us which products you are 
interested in carrying.

We look forward to hearing from you



Online:  www.ngdkids.com 

Tel: 416-849-2279  TF: 1-866-320-5585  
Fax: 416-840-0157

Orders and general inquiries: info@ngdkids.com

Office & Warehouse:
NGD Kids Inc.
172 Trowers Rd., Unit 30
Woodbridge, ON L4L 8A7
Canada
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